CNN-AIDED FACTOR GRAPHS WITH ESTIMATED MUTUAL INFORMATION FEATURES
FOR SEIZURE DETECTION
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1. Introduction

5. Summary & Conclusions
• We proposed MICAL, which is a data-

• About 50 million people worldwide1 suffer from
epilepsy, an abnormal brain activity leading to

driven

EEG-based

seizure

detector

seizures.

designed to exploit both inter-channel and
temporal correlations.

• Epileptic seizures can cause life-threatening
symptoms that can affect the quality of life.

• Our neural MI estimation captures the high

• The most common tool used to diagnose
seizures is electroencephalogram

non-linear relationship among different

(EEG)2.

EEG channels during seizure.
• The combined features from MI estimation
ad 1D CNN are used to learn the function
nodes in the factor graph to consider
temporal correlation at reduced complexity.
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4. Results

• The inter-channel correlation exists since the

areas in the brain.

•

5 different models are considered for comparison.

•

Two baseline SOTA models are included.

•

GRU is added to the proposed 1D CNN to have

2. Methodology
•

Exploit both spatial and temporal correlation
among EEG signals using a hybrid of modelbased and data-driven approaches.

•

another model that mitigates temporal correlations.
•

6-fold leave-4-patients-out evaluation is conducted.
MI estimation results
Results Summary

it

achieves

significant

performance

improvement compared to prior SOTA.
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Use neural mutual information estimators to
estimate inter-channel correlation.

•

• MICAL generalizes well across patients
using a leave-4-patients-out evaluation and

correlation as well as temporal correlation.

epileptic activity propagates across different

✓Sum-product method
✓Product of
messages

Use learned factor-graphs to exploit temporal
correlations.
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